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Motorola is not only one of the first and largest mobile telecoms manufacturers, it is also the originator of 
Six Sigma - the quality standard strived for by the majority of engineers worldwide.

Whilst they still widely implement Six Sigma techniques across their factories and processes, Motorola 
recently went one step further and utilised new technology developed by the academic co-founder 
of Warwick Analytics to solve a No Fault Found (NFF) issue and significantly reduce their Cost of Poor 
Quality (COPQ).

The issue
Two of the most prominent quality issues for a particular Motorola mobile phone model were NFF issues 
related to audio and battery. These issues were costing them a significant amount in terms of returns, 
replacements and reputation –the typical costs associated with COPQ.
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The process
Data supplied by Motorola was analysed using the technology now known as Root Cause Analysis Solver 
Engine (RCASE), which form the core algorithms within SigmaGuardian, Warwick Analytics’ Early Warning 
and Prevention system.

The data provided were warranty data that highlighted NFF issues and also End of Line (“EOL”) testing 
process data consisting of 170 parameters. Although reasonably comprehensive, the warranty data 
was incomplete and “dirty” thus making any statistical approach to resolving the root cause extremely 
challenging. Note that all of the 170 testing parameters were within tolerance, meaning that it was not 
possible to identify the root cause of the problem from this data alone.

However, as RCASE is based on information theory and is ‘non-statistical’, it takes whatever data is 
available, whether dirty or incomplete. It does not rely on assumptions or setting up complex multivariate 
analyses. Even if the key parameters causing the issue are not present in the dataset, it will never give an 
incorrect answer, and it will still narrow the search space and advise where to look next. This is a different 
approach to statistical theories which try to find a best fit and can be skewed on incomplete datasets.
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The solution
The results of the analysis picked out the key parameters which, albeit all individually within tolerance, 
were in combination contriving to cause the root cause of the issue. Furthermore, the ‘fault region’ was 
also quantified, meaning that it was possible for the manufacturing engineers to easily identify and predict 
when the failure would occur again. The faults could therefore be swiftly almost entirely eliminated by 
Motorola adjusting its Statistical Process Control to obviate the problem so that no latently faulty phones 
passed the EOL testing. The model of phones was also redesigned in the next generation to improve the 
yield inside the factory.

In conclusion, as a result of using RCASE, the NFF issues which were the top 2 warranty failures were no 
longer in the top 50 warranty failures.
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SigmaGuardian is patent-pending, ground-breaking technology that automatically locates the root 
causes of faults, and recommends the most beneficial actions without the need for hypotheses. It can 
work with incomplete and dirty data, and even resolve so called “No Fault Found” problems.
Warwick Analytics’ core technology (“RCASE” – Root Cause Analysis Solver Engine) is developed from 
more than a decade of academic research: it is non-statistical and based on information theory, meaning 
it doesn’t require hypotheses or multivariate analyses. It can provide insight even where data is dirty or 
incomplete and highlights issues immediately and in near real time.

     75pc reduction in the cost of poor quality (exc warranty)
     50pc reduction in warranty resolution lead time
     Savings of up to 8pc of overall sales
     Improved life cycle costs
     Quicker time to market
     Lower environmental impacts

...

...

Please get in touch for more details of this case study or further 
demonstrations of how SigmaGuardian is cutting COPQ in the 
manufacturing industry.
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